
 

FREE Home Fast 
Smart Charge Point.
Available with every Mercedes-Benz eVito and 
eSprinter*, in partnership with NewMotion.

Worth 
£549*



  What are the benefits of a Smart Charger? 
• OZEV grant eligible

The UK Government mandates that a smart charger must 
be installed in order to be eligible for the OZEV (Office for 
Zero Emissions Vehicles) home charging grant. This scheme 
makes smart chargers a more affordable solution when 
compared to a non-smart charger.

•  Compatible with multiple vehicles
NewMotion smart chargers can be used with both 
electric cars and vans.

• Access to real-time charging insights
Get charging related data insights, including kWh power 
usage, costs and CO2 savings through an online NewMotion 
platform and check the live status of any charging session.

• 24/7 remote assistance
Get support around-the-clock from NewMotion’s 
customer care team. All NewMotion charge points are 
online-connected with issues usually resolved quickly 
and remotely.

• Easy on-the-go charging
A free charge card for linking to your NewMotion 
account is provided for use across Europe, making 
public charging payments simple.

• Automatic payment reimbursement**

Automatically get your electricity costs for  
charging reimbursed by your employer.

• Dynamic Power Management**

Advanced smart chargers ensure available  
energy capacity from your home connection  
is distributed in the best way possible.

  What is the offer?
Free NewMotion Home Fast Smart 
charge point, worth £549*

The NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point offers safe and convenient charging.  
Its power output will be dependent on the grid connections and power available at 
your premises. It charges at:

  Up to 7.4 kW† on single-phase grid connections.

Most UK homes operate on a single-phase grid connection, however, NewMotion will 
be able to confirm your power availability and options available. 

†Power output depends on various factors, such as local rules and regulations, the type of vehicle, the mains connection at your 
location and the electricity consumption of your building. 
*Retail customers only. Subject to eligibility. NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point per eVito or eSprinter, up to a maximum 
of 25 eVitos or eSprinters per customer/business. NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point price includes standard installation 
and £350 OZEV grant discount. Offer ends June 2021. For full terms and conditions, visit https://bit.ly/2DlAIto

**Features not included with the NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point. They are available on the NewMotion Home Advanced unit which is an optional upgrade.

Battery size Charging time (7 kW)

eVito 41 kW h (35 kW h useable)^ 6 hours

eSprinter 55kWh (47kWh useable)^^ 8 hours

  Who are NewMotion?
With a network of more than 150,000 charge points in over 35 countries, award-winning charging specialists 
NewMotion empower people around the world to go electric. 

They’re experts in designing and installing smart solutions for business charging, home charging and charging 
on the move – and we’ve been working with them since 2018 to electrify our entire Dealer Network. 

  What is the charging time for my new van?
The table below outlines indicative eVito and eSprinter charging times when using NewMotion’s Home  
Fast Smart charge point overnight, when maximum energy is more likely to be available. 

^While the installed eVito battery capacity is 41 kW h, to protect and prolong the battery life-cycle, 35 kW h is the maximum capacity useable. 
^^While the installed eSprinter battery capacity is 55 kW h, to protect and prolong the battery life-cycle, 47 kW h is the maximum capacity useable.



 

*Some may fall outside of NewMotion’s standard installation, in which case they will tailor the quote to your needs.

†Retail customers only. Subject to eligibility. NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point per eVito or eSprinter, up to a maximum of 25 eVitos or eSprinters per customer/business.  
NewMotion Home Fast Smart charge point price includes standard installation and £350 OZEV grant discount. Subject to eligibility, offer ends June 2021. For full terms and conditions,  
visit https://bit.ly/2DlAIto

What are the next steps?
The 7 easy steps to getting your free Home Fast Smart charge point set up with NewMotion.

2. NewMotion introduction 
A NewMotion expert will get in touch within 48 hours of enquiring to 
discuss individual home charger needs and check OZEV grant eligibility.† 

1. Customer consent 
First, you’ll need to give your consent for our eReady specialist to share 
your details with NewMotion. Once you confirm, the paperwork will be 
completed on your behalf. 

3. Overview of agreed offering 
You’ll receive a breakdown with all of the details of your chosen smart 
charging point, including any upgrades agreed with NewMotion. 

4. Offer processed 
Once you are happy with the proposed product and service offering, NewMotion  
will process it for you. 

5. Installation scheduled 
A date for your charge point installation is usually agreed within 2-4 weeks.*

6. Pre-installation check 
This will be carried out to confirm exactly where you want your Home 
Fast Smart charge point to be located.

7. Installation and demonstration 
Once your Home Fast Smart charge point has been installed, NewMotion 
will provide a demonstration of how it works.


